In this paper, we present a new approach for measuring the expected runtimes (hardness) of SMT problems. The required features, the statistical hardness model used and the machine learning technique which we used are presented. The method is applied to estimate the hardness of problems in the Quantier Free Bit Vector (QFBV) theory and we used four of the contesting solvers in SMTCOMP2011 to demonstrate the technique. We have qualitatively expanded some propositional SAT features existing in the literature to directly work on general SMT problem instances without preprocessing. Experimental results with the standard set of benchmarks are promising and our implementation proves the concept.
Introduction
Recently SMT has been attracting a lot of research interest because of the wide range of applications where it can be applied. It has been extensively used for formal verication of hardware, software, security protocols as well as other applications. Interest in SMT solvers research is increasing because of the expressive power they oer compared to SAT solvers.
They allow easier ways to solve more complex problems. In addition, due to the theory specic decision procedures on which they are based they give a better performance than general rst order logic solvers. In [1] a very good treatment of dierent SMT solving techniques, applications and other issues is presented.
Accurate hardness (i.e. solution runtime) evaluation of SMT problem instances will impact building SMT solvers portfolios, where it can help in choosing the solver having the least expected runtime, portfolios between SMT solvers and solvers of other types of encodings of the same problem, where it can be used to choose an SMT solver or another solver of a dierent encoding of the same problem whichever has less expected runtime. The proposed approach is also characterized by ecient feature extraction time. This is achieved by devising features that work directly on general problems without any need for the problem to be in a standard or normal form. In our research, we have used problem benchmarks from the SMT-Lib benchmarks repository. This constitutes a large variety of problems; from industrial problems to randomly generated problems to hand crafted problems. [11] is a good reference about the SMT-Lib initiative, the SMT-Lib v2 language, the logics it supports, the theories it supports and the compatible solvers. We have chosen QFBV logic because the largest repository of benchmarks is for that logic. It also has wide applications in the verication of systems such as software verication, hardware verication, cryptographic protocols verication and dierent encodings of various classical optimization problems. Nevertheless, the method that we propose can be generalized to other logics.
In the next section we will refer to relevant work in the literature. In section 3 we will describe our main approach and our assumptions regarding the SMT problems and their hardness. In section 4 we describe the features that we used to characterize the SMT problems. In section 5 we describe our experimental setup and the experimental results that we obtained. In sections 6 and 7 we conclude and state our suggested steps for future work.
Related Work
The literature is rich with publications related to empirical hardness evaluation of problems in Articial Intelligence (AI). Other relevant eorts have been addressed in research related to algorithm selection. References like [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] address these questions in a statistical machine learning setting. Based on a training set of performance data for a large number of problem instances, a model is learned that maps (problem, algorithm) pairs to expected performance.
The most relevant to our work is the Estimation of hardness of propositional SAT problems.
This work is well established and has started early since [7] and [8] , which considered the empirical performance analysis of DPLL-type SAT solvers running on uniform random k-SAT instances. Specically, it nds a strong correlation between the instance's hardness and the ratio of the number of clauses to the number of variables in the instance. For example, it is empirically well established that for random SAT problems the hardest clause to variable ratio.
For instance, for random 3-SAT a clauses-to-variables ratio of roughly 4.26 corresponds to a phase transition in an algorithm-independent property of the instance. In other words, this transition is in the probability that a randomly generated formula having a given ratio will be satisable. This discovery and others such as islands of tractability in [18] , search space topologies for stochastic local search algorithms in [16] and [17] , backbones in [19] , backdoors in [20] and random restarts in [15] , prove that empirical complexity analysis of the problem is useful in discovering some inherent properties in the SAT problem instances independent of the solver's algorithm as well as deepen our understanding of the SAT problem in general.
Most relevant to our approach is the work in [9] , which is the approach that we have used as a starting point to our work.
Main Approach
In this paper we try to devise a technique that can be used in estimating the hardness of SMT problems. Our technique deals directly with general SMT problems i.e. no preprocessing of the problem is required and the problem doesn't have to be in some normal form (such as 3-CNF). We will rst start with our the general model of the SMT problem that we chose.
Next we describe how an SMT solver solves it and how should this aect the expected hardness model. The SMT problem can be modeled by the tree as shown in Fig. 1 . In this model, the problems are made of a tree whose inner nodes are functions and the leaf nodes are uninterpreted constants. In the shown tree the white circular nodes are Boolean functions which belong to the core theory (for instance , , −→, etc. . . ), the grey rectangular nodes are theory T functions which have a Boolean codomain, and a theory sort domain (such as bvuge in the QFBV theory) and the grey triangular nodes are functions which have as a domain and a codomain T theory sorts (such as bvadd in the QFBV theory). The black and grey circular nodes are Boolean and theory T uninterpreted constants, respectively. An SMT solver of the lazy approach will solve this problem by dealing with the entire problem as a propositional SAT problem, where it will search for Boolean assignments of Boolean uninterpreted constants and the theory atoms (subtrees which have the rectangular nodes in the tree representation as their heads). After the SAT solver nds a model for this SAT problem, the assignments of the theory atoms are delivered to the theory specic decision procedure, which checks whether this assignment of the theory atoms is satisable or not according to the structure of the theory subtrees. It passes the justication in case of an unsatisable assignment, or it returns the model of the theory uninterpreted constants if the model is satisable. We hypothesize that the hardness H can be modeled as follows
(1) where the variable H SAT is the hardness of the propositional SAT structure of the SMT problem, H T H is the hardness of the theory formula, which contains the conjunction of theory atoms in the SMT problem and the variable H HY BRID is the hardness introduced by the interactions and dependencies between the propositional SAT and the theory portions of the problem and f a () is a function that increases with H SAT , H T H and H HY BRID . According to the way we modeled the hardness of an SMT problem, a statistical hardness model should include three disjoint sets of features. Each of these sets should be estimating one part of the hardness of the problem. We assume that each of the parts of the problem hardness will be a linear combination of the set of its corresponding set of features. This means that each part of the hardness can be represented by this equation
where x p is a feature in the set of features of the hardness part p and n p is the number of features to represent the part p and k p is a constant. We put this methodology in mind to devise features for each of the parts of the problem hardness.
We follow the assumptions used by [4] to describe the model for the probability distribution of the average runtimes of a propositional SAT problems. In this model, a problem instance i represented by a feature vector x i has a normal probability distribution for its expected runtime with average f a (x i ) and unity variance, where f a () is the hardness model of the solver algorithm a.
According to these assumptions from [4] , the distribution of the runtime t i of the problem can be given by the equation
Therefore for predicting the expected runtime of an instance we will have to learn the hardness model f a () given the set of (feature vector, runtimes) mappings for a set of problem instances.
We chose the model to predict the logarithm of the run time instead of the runtime itself to make training the model more ecient and easier due to the large variation in the runtimes that solvers experience according to [4] .
We chose the function f a () to be a linear model, where a vector w, of coecients to be multiplied by the feature vector x i and a constant term, is used to get the expectation of the natural logarithm of the runtime. That is the expected logarithm y i of the runtime is given by
According to this linear model, the expected runtime is a weighted linear combination the features that represent the problem instance and since this set of features is the union of the hardness parts sets of features, then the function f a () which is equivalent to the total expected hardness will be
which is the weigthed sum of the dierent parts of the problem's hardness where α 1 ,α 2 and α 3 are the corresponding weights.
To get the vector of coecients w, we used ridge regression. Specically to get w we will have to solve the matrix equation
where X is the matrix containing the concatenation of the feature vectors of the training set x i , Y is the vector containing the concatenation of the runtimes y i corresponding to each of the feature vectors in X. We use ridge regression to get the solution for w, which is
where α is the Tikhonov factor (Regularization Factor), I is the identity matrix.
Although it has a limited hypothesis space, we chose a linear model because of the eciency of learning it as well as using it to calculate the predicted runtimes which can be useful in applications such as portfolios.
Features
Features chosen are to estimate the rst two components in the assumed model of the runtime, namely, H SAT and H T H . We assume that H HY BRID will be represented only in the constant factor in the linear model. For the features that represent the propositional SAT structure of the SMT problem, we have used some of the features in [9] as our starting point but after adapting them to suit the richer expressive power of SMT compared to conjunctive normal form (CNF) SAT problems treated in [9] as well as the general structured problems that we want to tackle. The rst set of features we used was the number of clauses, the number of variables, the ratio of clauses to variables and its reciprocal. The equivalent set of features we used for these were the following; associated with each of the modied features is a qualitative justication we used to derive it:
I)For the number of clauses we used the following features:
• N AN DS = The number of arguments to all the functions in the SMT problem.
Justication: each function argument can be considered as a clause.
• N A = The number of asserted Formulas Justication: because the SMT problem is equivalent to a clause containing the conjunction of all the assertions in the problem.
• N EQU AL = The summation of the number of the arguments to all the = functions in the SMT problem. This includes those whose arguments are boolean variables only.
Justication: we rst derive the number of clauses needed to represent a single equal statement.
x 1 = x 2 is equivalent to two clauses which are (x 2 ¬x 1 ) (x 1 ¬x 2 ). An equal statement containing n arguments ( x 1 = x 2 = x 3 = . . . = x n ) can be represented by a conjunction of 2 argument equalities of the form (x 1 = x 2 x 2 = x 3 . . . x n−2 = x n−1 x n−1 = x n ), which will be a conjuntion of (n − 1) corresponding 2 argument equality statements. Since each 2 arguments equality is equivalent to a couple of binary clauses, then the n arguments equality statement can represented by 2(n − 1) binary clauses.
• N DIST IN CT = The summation of the number of the arguments to all the distinct functions in the SMT problem (This has the same justications of the = function).
• N IM P LY = The number of instances of −→ function in the SMT problem.
The justication:
a −→ b is equivalent to (¬a b) true, which is equivalent to one clause.
• N XOR = The number of the xor functions in the SMT problem.
xor(a, b) is equivalent to (¬a ¬b) (b a), which is equivalent to two clauses.
• N IT E = The number of instances of ite function. For the features which we used to estimate the theory part of the SMT problem, which in our case was QFBV, we used the total number of bits in the problem (i.e. the summation of the lengths of the bitvector uninterpreted constants in the problem)V BIT −V ECT ORS , and the number of instances of QFBV functions used in the SMT problem. Fig. 2 shows a list of the 71 used features classied according to the category of the feature.
Experimental Setup and Results
We use benchmarks on the QFBV benchmark repository of SMT-Lib. We chose this benchmark repository because it contains a wide variety of problems; industrial, randomly generated problems and handcrafted problems. We have used all the 33000 of these bechmarks for training and validation and to obtain the average of 10-fold validation root mean square error (RMSE).
We used a feature extraction timeout of 20 seconds, which resulted in using 23433 problem instances in obtaining our results, with an average feature extraction time 2.453 seconds. Of these problems there was 10353 satisable instances and 13080 unsatisable instances. The only preprocessing step which we applied to the SMT problems was to remove the let bindings by substituting them with their corresponding bindings. For the runtimes, we have used the runtime data from the diculty-computation-2012 on the SMTEXEC cluster where a timeout of 1800 seconds limited the runtimes of the solvers. Interested readers can refer to [12] for more details regarding the benchmarks and the SMTEXEC cluster used for collecting the runtime data. We have also added 0.5 to all of the runtimes, because limits on the resolution of the runtimes reports by SMTEXEC have led to problem instances which have runtimes of zero seconds, which could have led to a logarithm of −∞. After extracting the features we normalized each of them to be between 0 and 1. For learning the linear model, we used ridge regression with a Tikhonov factor of 0.05 (as recommended in the work of [9] ).
I. Propositional SAT features maximum, minimum and variation coecient. -Boolean variables nodes degree average, -=function node degree average, entropy, maximum, entropy, maximum, minimum and variation coecient. minimum and variation coecient.
II. QFBV theory specic features 1 . Number of theory variables:
Instances of QFBV theory functions:
bvand, bvsub, bvuge,bvugt, bvxor, bvnot, bvneg, bvor, bvadd, bvmul, bvudiv, bvxor, bvsle, shlok, addok, bvashr, bvsdiv, bvurem, bvshl, bvlshr, bvult, bvslt, bvule. The solvers which were used to get these runtimes were Boolector, MATHSAT, STP2 and SONOLAR. These solvers are based on dierent approaches for solving the QFBV problems.
Boolector, SONOLAR and STP2 use bit-blasting to solve QFBV SMT problems ( [13] , [14] and [22] ). Mathsat, on the other hand, uses the lazy approach to solve the QFBV SMT problems
We have used directly all the features demonstrated in gure 2, except for the features that were representing unused functions in all the problem instances (e.g. the XOR function). Using
Ridge regression, we learnt a model for each of the previously stated solvers that predicted the logarithms of the runtimes. Figure 4 shows the correlation between the predicted logarithm of runtimes and the actual logarithms of runtimes. The 10-fold cross validation RMSE of the prediction of the runtimes logarithm for each of the solvers' model are in the third column of the table in gure 3.
According to [9] , the prediction performance of a propositional SAT problem instance hardness model will signicantly improve if a model was devised for satisable problems and another for unsatisable problems. We tried this for QFBV SMT problems, and the results were an improvement in the RMSE of the satisable problems model. On the other hand, a detorioration has happened to the RMSE of the models of the unsatisable problems. Figure 5 shows the correlation of the predicted and the actual runtimes for the satisable and the unsatisable problem instances for the dierent solver models. The rst and second columns in the table in gure 3 show the RMSE of the satisable and unsatisable instances respectively for the dierent solvers. However, these results for the SMT problems at hand contradict with the results reached in [9] , where here the satisable problems are more correlated with the prediction unlike the results reached in [9] , where the unsatisable problems were the more correlated. One possible explanation of the uncertainty of the predictions of the unsatisable problem instances, is that we did not use any of the DPLL probing features, which were the most important in predicting the runtimes of unsatisable problem instances according to [9] . This seems reasonable, because the runtimes of the unsatisable problem instances will most probably be discriminated with reasonable certainty by having a low number of assigned variables by applying a probing technique for a xed time.
Conclusion
To conclude, we have devised a technique for the hardness estimation of SMT problems, which up to our knowledge, is the rst trial of its kind. We achieved relatively good results with cheeply computed features on a large variety of problems and solvers. Although our approach was based on an approach targeting random SAT problems and was based on a linear model, it worked on problems whose majority are industrial. The main advantages of our work are both its simplicity and generality. It can be used for general SMT problems. It provides a general technique which is based on the structure of the SMT problem independent of the underlying logic(s). The features we used spared us from any preprocessing of the problems, such as the conversion of the problem to k-CNF or any other standard form, which helps saving time making them more usable in applications such as portfolios. Although our model of the problem hardness assumed that the solver will use the lazy approach in solving the SMT problem, it worked with signicant accuracy for both types of solvers. This means that the features suggested by us extract problem inherent properties that represent the hardness of the problem and are solver independent.
Future Work
This research is a promising prototype and a proof of concept. We recommend trying it on dierent theories and to try it on problems made of theory combinations and expect it will perform well.
For the features, we think that incorporating a probing technique (for instance an SMT solver can be run for a xed period, and statistics such as number of restarts, conicts, binary propagations, etc...) would signicantly improve the preformance of the prediction, escpecially for the unsatisable instances. We also recommend further research to nd some adaptation of the Clauses Graph ( [9] ) and check how this would aect the prediction eciency. We also recommend to explore more features and check the eect of adding features related to the interaction part such as theory variables-theory functions graphs, and theory variables-clauses graphs. Another approach for dealing with the let bindings can lead to great savings in the features extraction time (Currently we are experimenting with the DAG representation of SMT problems instead of the tree representation which we used). than the unsatisable models.
